The objective of this study was to design of an output based impedance adaptive controller for a special class of cervical orthoses, a class of biomedical devices for the rehabilitation of neck illnesses. The controller used the adaptive sliding mode theory to enforce the tracking of the reference trajectory if the patient was not resistant to the therapy. If the patient rejects the orthosis activity, a second impedance-based controller governs the orthosis movement allowing the patient to take the leading role in the orthosis sequence of movements. The proposed controller considers a weighted controller combining the tracking and the impedance controls in a single structure. The monitoring of the external force was evaluated on a novel weighting function defining on-line the role of each controller. The proposed orthosis was motivated by the prevalence of whiplash, which is a syndrome that is produced by forced hyperextension and hyperflexion of the neck. This study included the development of a technological prototype of the orthotic type to support the recovery of patients diagnosed with whiplash. The sections that make up the orthotic device are two independent systems that move the patient's head in the sagittal and frontal planes. For this purpose, the mechanical structure of the cervical orthosis was made up of 7 pieces printed in 3D with polylactic acid (PLA). The operation of the cervical orthosis was evaluated in two sections: (a) using a simulation system, which consists of a spring with an artificial head and the development of a graphic interface in Matlab, and (b) evaluating the controller on the proposed orthosis. With these elements, the follow-up of the trajectory proposed by the actuators was evaluated, as well as its performance in the face of the opposition that a patient generates. The superiority of the proposed controller was confirmed by comparing the tracking efficiency with proportional-integral-derivative and first-order sliding variants.
Introduction
The increasing number of injuries affecting all the articulations in human body has motivated the development of remarkable assistance rehabilitation devices [1] . Exoskeletons, lower and upper limbs robotic orthosis, and so on appear as new medical tools to help the rehabilitation medical doctor and physiotherapists in performing more efficient therapeutic procedures [2] . The methodological and technological approaches aimed at developing such class of rehabilitation devices are now mature and they have produced medical devices which are now validated. Among the illnesses restricting the articulations movements, there are several sicknesses which may affect the mobility of the cervical vertebra. Vertebral herniated disk, radiculopathy, meningitis, and vertebral fractures are the most common pathologies associated with the cervical section of the spinal cord [3] [4] [5] . In general, their symptoms include persistent 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering pain, controlled mobilization difficulties of the affected zone, and restricted articulation displacements as well as muscular inflammation [6] .
The whiplash syndrome is becoming one of the most prevalent cervical pathologies. This syndrome is the consequence of a fast angular movement in either lateral or frontal anatomical planes [7, 8] . It is recognized as an incapacitate pathology with acute periods of pain and restricted mobilization of the head. This syndrome has been associated with violent automobile collisions [9] . The hyperextension of the muscles and ligaments in the cervical section are the physiological fundamentals of the syndrome. The relevance of this pathology has motivated the introduction of the so-called Quebec classification, which contains the clinical manifestations and the pathology degree. This classification also indicates the suggested treatment for each degree of the pathology [10] .
In the last few years, some technological options appeared as alternative technologies for the treatment of neck vertebral illnesses, including the neck hyperextension and hyperflexion (whiplash syndrome) [11, 12] . Most of these devices may ensure the complete immobilization of the vertebral articulation in the cervical area [13, 14] . The conventional treatment consists of immobilizing the cervical region of the spinal cord by wearing therapeutic rigid collars as well as pharmaceutical therapy [15] . A cervical collar is an orthosis fitting the patient's neck anywhere from the jaw to the chest. It has two major functions: restricting the cervical movements (flexion, extension, and lateral tilt) and supporting the head to allow healing the muscles and the ligaments. In addition, the collar decreases the muscle spasms and control the pain in the neck [16, 17] .
The rigid or semirigid collars (made of soft material) represent the main assistance technology for the cervical injuries treatment. Nevertheless, there are some drawbacks in using these collars [18] . In particular, the continuous immobilization in all planes can lead to sacral pressure points, heel and elbow breakdown, risk of deep venous thrombosis, muscle atrophy, etc. [19] . Most of these inconveniences can be saved if a complementary mobilization therapy of isometric exercises is realized. It is usual that this complementary therapy is not recommended because the necessity of a qualified physiotherapist intervention [20] .
Nowadays, the emerging of rehabilitation technology including the development of active orthosis has motivated the introduction of automatized devices aimed to mobilize the cervical region of patients wearing the rigid collar. The multi-cervical unit is a commercial product (BTE Technologies) aimed at offering pain reduction by restricting the neck lateral movements; however, this device could induce a vertical continuous force which may contribute to the treatment of conical and acute pain, vertebral disks compression, and some others. This equipment requires the recurrent visits of the patient to the specialized clinical facilities [21] .
ReSolve Halo is a cervical device with external fixation system. It has the mechanical sections to immobilize the cervical articulations and it offers complementary regulated support for the head. The position of the neck area is fixed in advance and the patient is required to visit the physician if some adjustment is needed. This device offers the weight discharge of the head by fixing the device to the thorax area [22] . The Cervical Thoracic Orthosis provides a conservative treatment for the cervical pathology. It can restrict the rotational movement of the neck, but it can hold the head section immobilized. This device is attached to the patient's thorax to offer the weight discharge [23] .
All the devices proposed for aiding the therapeutics of the neck illnesses have the disadvantage of forcing the neck's immobilization, which is not the best solution for the requested rehabilitation. Notice that the mobilization realized by these devices did not consider the potential resistance of the patient to the orthosis activity. This aspect must be taken into account considering the possible pain induced for the application of orthosis-based treatment [24] . The main motivation for developing an active orthosis for the whiplash syndrome is the increasing number of neck illnesses which are consequences of car accidents, long periods of muscle inactivity yielding cervical vertebral inflammations, etc. These sicknesses are treated by fixed orthoses which are supporting the neck by immobilizing the cervical section, but not offering an integral rehabilitation. The proposed orthosis makes an enhancement in this direction because it is mobilizing the neck section in a controlled way, while the patient's head is still held by the orthosis [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
It is usual that active orthosis (mechanized rehabilitation devices with automatized movements) should be controlled by robust controllers which are not considering the patient resistance. This design requirement implies the application of a class of human-robot (or patient-orthosis in this case) interaction framework solution. In such class of approaches, the tracking of reference trajectories still plays a relevant role in the design of the automatic controller. However, the safe robot operation, considering the patient resistance to the orthosis action, plays a primary role because the necessity of ensuring a comfortable assisted rehabilitation [30] .
The current control designs to solve the human-robot interaction may not provide sufficient flexibility for collaboration tasks (implying a smooth transition between the tracking and the resistance operation conditions), requiring that only two cases are admissible: the robot leads or follows the human by assessing the performance of human continuously [31] . Only a few approaches have considered the possibility of transiting from the robot leading (orthosis-in-charge) scenario to the human ruling case (patient-in-charge) [32] . Within these works, diverse studies have provided nonlinear approaches to regulate the human-robot interaction [33] [34] [35] inspired by the hybrid control designs. Within the hybrid solutions, the application of approximate mathematical descriptions to the orthosis model has been used along the last years [36] [37] [38] . Such approaches try to produce soft interaction between patient and orthosis. Collaborative robot control is also providing new paradigms to control active orthosis, where the patient exerts the rehabilitation procedure but keeping a predefined safety zone [39] [40] [41] .
Impedance/admittance-based controllers can solve each of the proposed scenarios independently [42] . However, there is a necessity of changing the desired impedance in each case. This condition may lead to the introduction of Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 switched controllers inducing high-frequency oscillations that are not justifiable for the rehabilitation of the cervical region by the proposed active orthosis [43, 44] . In addition, the common impedance controllers assume that there is an accurate mathematical representation of the robotic device, which is a strong assumption in many realistic cases. Indeed, there is a tread-off between the softness of the automatic control realization ensuring the safe operation of the orthosis (usually solved by adaptive variants of the controller) and the stipulated robustness against the nonmodeled sections of the robotic orthosis. Several options of adaptive controllers have dealt with these design problems such as [45] [46] [47] , where relevant approaches handle the thread-off between the position and the force based forms.
A major opportunity to solve the trade-off in the cervical orthosis development is the implementation of the so-called adaptive sliding mode theory (ASMT) [48] . The recent advances in the ASMT have led to finding a remarkable design strategy that maintains the finite-time convergence and robustness of the regular sliding mode based controllers but ensures the reduction of the chattering phenomenon (high-frequency oscillations occurring when the sliding mode is enforced). These combined characteristics motivate the application of ASMT as a potential solution to develop impedance adaptive sliding mode controllers to regulate the safe operation of a cervical orthosis. This novel controller represents the major contribution of this study.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the cervical orthosis proposed for the treatment of the whiplash syndrome. Section 3 defines the impedance adaptive sliding mode controller including the details of the variants of state and output based approach. Section 4 describes the real cervical orthosis developed for testing the proposed adaptive controller. Section 5 describes the numerical evaluation of the proposed controller over a simulated version of the orthosis. Section 6 explains the experimental evaluation of both the developed cervical orthosis and the application of the impedance adaptive controller implemented in an embedded device. Section 7 closes the paper with some final remarks.
The Cervical Orthosis
The orthosis for the active treatment of the neck disorder associated with the whiplash syndrome considered a fully actuated robotic manipulator. The design considered a fixed body mobilized by two independent articulations supporting the central orthosis body. The robotic system included a supportive device allowing the patient to carry the orthosis without the necessity of an external support. This design agrees with the regular mechanism used to track and move the articulated section of the injured necks of the selected patients.
The cervical active orthosis consisted of a low-weight two-degree-of-freedom robotic manipulator with a special end effector, which can hold the patient's head. The movements induced by the suggested robotic manipulator correspond to the usual mobilization of the cervical region in the rehabilitation therapies. The orthosis was designed considering these main aspects.
The dimensions of the mechanical orthosis design were not prefixed. Indeed, the orthosis design allowed its configurations modifications corresponding to averaged anthropomorphic measures. A general view of the computer assisted design version of the proposed rehabilitation device appears in Figure 1 .
Based on the mechanical structure associated with the neck orthosis, let us consider that ∈ R 2 describes the joints configuration, while ∈ R 3 describes the position of the center section in the upper part of the orthosis (Figure 1 ) in the task space.
The position of point is related to the join configuration by the nonlinear function Γ (direct kinematics); that is, = Γ( ) where Γ : R 2 → R 3 . The orthosis structure proposed in this study can be modeled (considering the joint configuration) by introducing a second order nonlinear mathematical model corresponding to [49] 
is the so-called Coriolis matrix. The function must be Lipschitz while the Coriolis matrix must have a bounded consistent matrix. The uncertain term must be continuous with respect to its two first arguments. By the properties of the inertia matrix, the following assumption holds:
with − being a positive and constant scalar and ‖ ⋅ ‖ a consistent matrix norm. The function :
contains all the perturbations and uncertainties affecting the model of the neck orthosis. Such term may include dried friction, nonmodeled internal interconnections between the rotor shaft in the actuator and the corresponding robot joint. The
⊤ represents the input torque vector for both actuated articulations. The term represents the effect of the constraint force induced by the patient that can oppose the orthosis movement. This opposition may come from the own pathology characteristics or the therapy evolution. Usually, this force satisfies the following model: ( ) = ( ( )) ⊤ where ( ( )) is the Jacobian that relates the terminal velocity of all arms in the orthosis to the time derivative of generalized coordinates . Notice that is the resistance function of the patient against the application of the induced movement by the orthosis.
The orthosis configuration, consisting of a two-degree-offreedom manipulator, justifies the Jacobian being bounded according to the result presented in [50] . In consequence, it is reasonable to introduce the following bound:
with + being a positive scalar. Notice that introducing the position coordinates and the operation space states enforces the necessity of defining the patient resistance, that is, the external force, which could be modeled as = ( − ) where ∈ R 3 represents the position where the distal elements of the orthosis should move back if the external force disappears. The matrix ∈ R 2×3 defines the patient stiffness, and it is usually unknown. Notice that the class of admissible external forces satisfies
where + is a positive scalar. The definition of the impedance adaptive control requires an additional part. When an external force acts on the set of end effectors (like the resistance enforced by the patient), the objective of the impedance controller is to cause the end effector to respond according to some defined dynamics. This part of the controller allows changing the dynamic response of the orthosis with respect to the patient.
For example, if the patient should not be forced by the orthosis, the desired dynamics can only track the patients movements and then reduce the impedance response to zero in the best case. On the contrary, if the orthosis must force the patient to complete a specific therapy, the desired dynamics can be adjusted to keep the resistance in an acceptable range. The bounds of this range should be proposed by a medical doctor.
Adaptive Control Design for the Neck Orthosis Device
The design of the automatic controller requires the definition of the model aimed at characterizing the human-machine interaction between the patient and the orthosis. This study considers two modes of human-machine interaction:
(i) Robot-in-charge: The robot plays the leading role to track the desired trajectory corresponding to the proposed therapy. At this condition, the human is not resistant to following the induced moment of the robotic orthosis. In this case, the interaction force is not large. (ii) Human-in-charge: The human exerts an increasing interaction force on the robotic orthosis to take control actions. The robot becomes passive to complement human's intention and movement.
Notice that both orthosis-human interaction models are defining a class of interactions between the patient and the rehabilitation device, but fixing different purposes for the controller. The switch between modes of operation is automatically defined by estimating the interaction force between the orthosis and the patient.
If the robot-in-charge mode is active, the working environment of the orthosis operation is enforcing the patient's neck movement without resistance. In this case, the robotic device can help the patient to track the desired trajectory accurately, without supervision from humans. In the second mode (human-in-charge), an external force increases by the patient's resistance to the robotic orthosis regular movement. Then, if the force grows over a predefined value, then it is expected that the device stops its movement to avoid forcing the cervical vertebra beyond a safe condition proposed by the treating physician.
The dual human-robot (patient-orthosis) interaction modes can also be applied in sensory-feedback robotic orthosis to improve the treatment performance, without inducing unsafe movement of the cervical region. The orthosis functions within the robot-in-charge mode when it performs the vertebra manipulation if the external force sensory-feedback reports a small patient's resistance. However, if the patient takes control in the human-in-charge mode because the patient offers resistance to the execution of the therapy, the sensory-feedback reports an external force moving outside a predefined limiting zone.
The dual interaction depends on the measurement of the external force with certain degree of accuracy. In general, the measurement of such force can be obtained directly from a sensor placed at some adequate position in the orthosis structure. An alternative option is using an indirect measurement of the external force by introducing a current sensor on the actuator circuit. There are several studies estimating the resistance force of the robot movement by implementing a class of observers based on the current measurements. In this case, there is the assumption that can be measured online by the corresponding force sensor.
The estimation of , named̂, is obtained by direct measurement of the consumed current at each actuator , = 1, 2, and then the nonlinear transformation Ω defineŝ= Ω( 1 , 2 ). The variation of this forcêdefines the transition between both modes of human-machine interaction.
According to [51] , it is necessary to introduce a monitoring function describing the transition between each interaction mode, namely, ℎ(̂), which is proposed as follows:
with being a positive constant defined by the designer. Notice that it may be helpful to define this function; if the orthosis could track the reference trajectory without patient's resistance, then ℎ(̂) < 0. On the other hand, if the patient starts increasing its resistance against the orthosis performance, then (̂) increases from a negative to a positive value.
Considering the monitoring function (̂), a weighting function can be suggested to characterize the mode transition numerically. This study used the following vector-valued weighting function.
In (6), the parameters and are positive constant scalars which can be adjusted considering the expected transition between interaction modes for each patient. Figure 2 shows the evaluation of function with respect to the components of̂. The smoothness of function (6) is modifiable by adjusting the values of parameters and .
The function depends on the function̂which can be estimated by the current measurements on the actuators. The corresponding relationships can be obtained from adequate characterizations which are proposed in the experimental section following the general ideas proposed in [52] [53] [54] .
Based on the weighting function, it is possible to define the reference trajectories considering the desired position of the reference point . The time-dependent sequence of defines the movements of the central section for the robotic orthosis. In consequence, the dynamics of the desired angular displacement , can be estimated as
where Γ + ( ( )) is the pseudoinverse of Γ( ( )) and Δ = − . Indeed, the desired angular positions come from the inverse transformation related to the kinematics relation between the position of the end-effect position and the angular variations. Notice that the product of Γ + is . Then, the only equilibrium point is 0 for Δ which is indeed the goal of the controller.
Tracking Error Dynamics.
Introduce the tracking error dynamics defined as = − . The application of the state variable theory suggests introducing the states = and = ( / ) , and then the following identities hold.
In (8), the function :
and the function Φ :
. The function satisfies the following inequality:
where 0 and 1 are positive constant scalars and
In equivalent form, the uncertainties term Φ satisfies
where 0 and 1 are positive constant scalars. The suggested design of the reference trajectories aggregates both modes of operation. The following analysis demonstrates how each mode operates over the orthosispatient interaction.
(a) When the orthosis is completely ruling the movement (no patient resistance), that is, (̂( )) = 1, the dynamics of the orthosis-patient dynamics satisfies (with = 0) the following.
The control problem formulated for this case implies the design of = in such a way that
be zero; that is, the articulation angles track the desired trajectory.
(b) If the patient is resistant to the orthosis action, then (̂( )) = 0, making sure also that must only compensate the uncertain term Φ, namely, = . Then, the dynamics of the orthosis-patient dynamics satisfies (with ̸ = 0) the following.
The control problem in this second case when the patient is ruling the orthosis action ( (̂( )) = 1) must provide the fact that ( ) = Φ( ( ), ( / ) ( ), ), ∀ ≥ . Notice that if the compensation is exact, then the orthosis-patient interaction satisfies the following dynamics.
The dynamic model presented in (13) is a damping system in the sense that the patient is taking the control of the orthosis by using ( ( )) ⊤ ( ) as the external torque. The patient's impedance against the robotic orthosis may vary from a comparatively large to a small value. The impedance variation forces the transition from one model to the other one (from the orthosis-in-charge to the patientin-charge mode). Therefore, there is a smooth combination of the situation when the human can guide the orthosis movement and the case when the robotic device is playing the assistance forces. The transition scenario 0 < (̂( )) < 1 defines the so-called shared-control scenarios combining the patient control actions and the orthosis robot controlled realization. The proportion of transition stage along this transition stage can be adjusted by setting the parameters in the weighting function. The variation of the radius defines specific cases for different patients. If the radius is set large enough, then the orthosis plays a more active role along the transition stage, but if the patient should be allowed to take the device control, the must be decreased. This modification depends on the rehabilitation stage for each patient. In the case of fully paralysed vertebral movement, the orthosis must take the leading role to control the stability of the neck's spinal cord section. Otherwise, if the patient is recovering the movement abilities, then the value can be decreased.
Design of the Reference Trajectories for the Patient's
Therapy. The definition of the reference trajectory for the central point in the orthosis structure, that is, , requires a particular technique. Usually, this part of the process receives the name of planning trajectory, which can be solved by implementing the so-called Bezier polynomials. In this study, this planning process considered a suitable interpolation method based on nonlinear differentiable functions. In this case, this part of the process also uses sigmoid functions.
The efficient design of the reference trajectories implies the explicit solution of suitable algebraic systems of equations which defines remarkable sections of the planning process (defined by the time instants when the reference trajectory is inflected). Such solution is time consuming with high computational complexity.
The simpler composition of sigmoid functions may overcome these two drawbacks. Such composition uses the initial and final values of the sigmoid functions as well as the so-called transition time for each inflection section . The sigmoid function considered in this part of the study obeys
where the parameters 1 , 2 , and 3 are positive constant scalars. The procedure aimed at constructing a reference trajectory when a particular element must move from an initial position 0 to a final position in a time period of = +1 − seconds, can be explained as follows.
(i) Fix the value 1 /(1 + 2 ) + = 0 .
(ii) Fix the value 1 /(1 + 2 ) + 3 = .
(iii) Fix the value 1 /(1 + 2 0.5 ) + 3 = 0.5( − 0 ).
The solution of this algebraic system yields the thirdorder polynomial for the parameter 2 : 
)
1/3 (16) which is the real root of cubic equation (15) . Based on the result for 2 , the value of 1 is as follows.
The parameter 3 is as follows.
The time derivative of the reference trajectory can be directly calculated from the sigmoid function. In consequence, and ( / ) can be used in the controller design.
The Adaptive Controller.
The controller structure to solve the orthosis-patient interaction process satisfies the following mixed structure.
To complete the control design, let us define the sliding vector as
with ∈ R 2×2 being a positive definite matrix. The dynamics of satisfies the following.
Here ( / ) ( ) comes from model (8) . Notice that the dynamics of depends on the mode executed by the orthosispatient interaction.
The proposed controller uses the following adaptive sliding mode theory: where ≥ 0, > 0, and ∈ R 2×2 and ∈ R 2×2 are the adaptive controller matrix gains satisfying: This study considers the application of a direct estimation of the external force depending on the currents measured at the DC actuators. Therefore, this study did not consider a direct estimation of a second order model for the . Clearly this is a potential future trend on our orthosis device, but this study considered a simpler form which can be solved with the additional instrumentation of the current sensors as well as the previous characterization of the relationship between external forces and actuators currents.
The motivation of using adaptive form of sliding mode controller is the necessity of having an accurate estimation of the uncertainties affecting the orthosis-patient system. Even more, some recent works are showing that some adaptive forms of sliding controllers offer robustness against some kind of perturbations (bounded with restricted derivative) as well as the finite-time convergence. Originally, the introduction of adaptive gains motivated the application of discontinuous controllers (sliding mode type) with the smaller attainable chattering effect. The application of the equivalent control concept also offers the advantage of recovering an accurate estimation of the uncertainties affecting the controlled system. Such estimation can be further used as part of the control as a compensation term.
This section presents the main result of this study in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider the closed-loop dynamics of the active neck orthosis under the assumption of a human-robot interaction given in (8) satisfying restrictions (9) and (10) with the adaptive controller (19) adjusted with the time-dependent gains and given in (23). If the tuning parameters and of the gains and given in (23) satisfy
with 0 = 0 + 0 , 1 = 1 + 1 , and > 0, then the origin is a finite-time stable equilibrium point for the tracking error .
Proof. The proof of this lemma is presented in three sections: the first considers the case when the robotic orthosis is handling the neck without patient resistance, the second considers the case when the patient is taking control of the human-robot interaction, and the third analyzes the transition phase between the two previous cases Orthosis Control Mode. Based on the definition of the proposed controller, the time derivative of the sliding vector satisfies the following.
+ ( (̂( )) ( ) + [1 − (̂( ))] ( ))
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Let us consider the case when the orthosis is ruling the neck's movement; then (̂( )) = 1, and then (25) yields the following.
The substitution of leads to the following. 27) Now let us propose the energetic (Lyapunov-like) function.
The function is positive definite, (0) = 0, and radially unbounded. The Lie-derivative of 1 over the trajectories of (27) is as follows.
Using inequalities (10) and (9), one gets the following.
Notice the following.
In view of the parameter selection in (24) , then ( / ) ( ( )) ≤ 0, and then
The standard procedure can be used to prove that ( ( )) = 0, ∀ ≥ = −1 √ ( (0)).
Patient Control Mode.
Let us consider the case when (̂( )) = 0; then (25) yields the following.
The application of the compensating controller yields the following.
Considering the value of and following a similar procedure to the one shown in the case when (̂( )) = 1, then ( / ) ( ( )) ≤ 0 with ( ) = 0.5‖ ‖ 2 , and then
Transition Phase. If the transition process is considered and both controllers and are applied, then (25) yields the following.
The reorganization of (36) justifies the following differential equation.
+ Φ ( ( ) , ( ) , ) + − ( (̂( )) ( )
Considering that the function (̂( )) is explicitly determined in time, then (38) is equivalent to the following.
Now let us propose the energetic (Lyapunov-like) function.
This function is also positive definite, (0) = 0, and radially unbounded. The Lie-derivative of over the trajectories of (38) corresponds to the following.
Using inequalities (10) and (9) as well as the assumptions regarding the bounds for the Jacobian (3) and the (4), one gets the following.
Then, in view of the values for and , ( / ) ( ( )) ≤ 0, yielding the following.
The standard procedure can be used to prove that
Considering that all the three phases (orthosis control, patient control, and transition) admits a Lyapunov function and all three functions served to prove that the origin is a robust finite-time stable equilibrium point, then, it is possible to argument that, for all possible variants of , this stability characteristic holds.
The Output Feedback Version of the Adaptive Controller.
The adaptive controller proposed above can be implemented under a technical restriction, and the angular displacement and the angular velocity must be measured simultaneously, yielding the estimation of the tracking error and its derivative on-line; that is, ( / ) ( ) and ( ) can be applied directly in the calculus of .
However, these variables are rarely measured at the same time, unless important resources investment is realized. An alternative is using a simple and effective robust and exact observer or differentiator aimed at estimating a suitable as well as accurate approximation of the tracking error time derivative [56] .
In opposition to other sliding modes algorithms (second order), the super twisting (ST) can be applied in the case of systems with relative degree equal to one with respect to the chosen output [57] . The ST algorithm application as a robust differentiator is described as follows. Consider that 1 ( ) = ( ) where ( ) ∈ R must be differentiated, and also consider that 2 ( ) = ( / ) ( ) corresponds to its time derivative. Based on the assumption of |( 2 / 2 ) ( )| ≤ + , then the following auxiliary equations hold.
The differential equations (44) correspond to the state representation of ( ). The ST algorithm used to obtain the derivative of ( ) satisfies the following.
Here 1 and 2 define the ST algorithm states and 1 , 2 > 0 are the algorithm gains [56] . The variable ( ) defines the differentiator result given in (45) . Here,
Notice that the sign function used here agrees with the formulation given by [49] which is not defining the multivalued set for sign(0) corresponding to [−1, +1]. Notice that either definition yields the sliding mode equation without any ambiguousness.
The application of the STA as robust differentiator implies that the orthosis system (11) should be represented as the composition of the following couple of second order systems
where , and , are the − ℎ and ( + ) − ℎ states of (11), respectively. The nonlinear functions (⋅) and (⋅) are the functions associated with the states , and , . Similarly, is the corresponding uncertainty to the same subsystem.
Using the STA, the impedance adaptive control only requires that the surface should be calculated as follows: (48) wherêis the estimated velocity based only on the information provided by . The forward complete characteristic of the orthosis (based on its robotic manipulator configuration) allows substituting the original surface value by the estimated value using the output of the STA.
The study proposed in [51] provides the fundamentals for designing the soft-switch function between the human-incontrol and the robot-in-control operation modes. The mentioned study offers just the manner to propose the weighting function which gives a continuous variation between the human-in-control and the robot-in-control modes and vice versa. The rest of this study appears as a contribution in the sense that it offers a novel manner to consider the resistance effect of the patient against the orthosis action. Also, the explicit estimation of the control adaptive gains is given in this study considering the desired reference position. These adaptive gains also establish the gain restrictions which yield the design of a bounded feedback controller. Moreover, the introduction of an on-line robust and exact differentiator introduces the possibility of designing the output feedback variant of the suggested controller.
The Orthosis Device
A simplified orthosis prototype served to evaluate the suggested composite controller. The SolidWorks computer assisted design software verified the proposed mechanical design of the robotic orthosis. The design tools included in this software contributed to the selection of the construction material, the machining processes, and the actuators characteristics. A finite-element numerical analysis defined the static and dynamic characteristics of the cervical orthosis design.
The orthosis design included a support section aimed at carrying up the mobile section of the orthosis. This support structure consisted of an EVS-r4 collar, which is made of carbon fibers. The complete weight of this section was 0.635 . The original objective of this collar was preventing whiplash-like injuries for sportsmen. A three-dimensional printing technique constructed the mobile section of the orthosis. The polymer acrylonitrile butadiene styrene was the building material for the orthosis. A − 18 replicator printing machine executed the diverse machining processes in the orthosis device. The printing characteristics were as follows: resolution = 0.02 , velocity = 1 / , etc. The instrumentation of the orthosis and its integration with the mechanical design and other steps are represented in Figure 4 .
The selection of each joint actuator considered the torque in the corresponding junction; a set of two DC motors was selected. An electromechanical analysis was realized, in order to obtain the torque corresponding to each joint of the orthosis device.
The set of sensors was composed of five linear precision single turn potentiometers used for measuring the position for each joint. The maximum resistance of the potentiometer was 10 Ω and it is designed to be 3.3 compatible; the minimum range is 0. this led to the development of a novel scheme to manipulate each of the movable sections of the orthosis; the derivative and the control for each actuator are computed. Output signals are sent through the general purpose input-output (GPIO) pins as pulse-width modulation (PWM) signals. The output signals of the platform pass through an optocoupler to isolate the power stage and the controller board. The power stage for the actuators was handled by an H-bridge board; in the case of the micro metal gear motors, a VNH50195 device from Pololu5 was used. This device is a dual H-bridge and it allows two motors to be driven at the same time; for the other three metal gear motors, a Pair Motor Driver Carrier VNH3SP305 of Pololu5 was used. These drivers support the technical specification for the actuators estimated for the orthosis operation.
Simulated Evaluation of the Suggested Controller
The first part of results corresponded to the class of exercises developed by the AO. These numerical evaluations were selected according to the regular treatment methods used in actual physiotherapies of the whiplash syndrome. These sequences of movements were included in Figure 5 and they correspond to some exercises moving both articulations together. These movements were obtained as solution of the numerical implementation (using the so-called SimMechanics Toolbox) of the AO in Matlab. This orthosis was simulated to evaluate the performance of the distributed strategy of adaptive control. The simulated model in Matlab was evaluated with the actual mass and dimensions for each mechanical section included in the AO. This strategy served to evaluate the controller and define the gains that must be used for tuning both differentiators as well as controllers. The trajectories shown in Figure 5 correspond to the simultaneous lateral and frontal movements of the neck. In this case, the study evaluated the tracking of the reference trajectories, but considering that the patient is not offering any resistance to the orthosis action. Figure 5 shows the comparison of trajectories obtained by the application of three different controllers: PID (blue line), first-order (green line), and the adaptive sliding mode (black line) variants. The PID controller structure satisfied the following.
The simulation of this controller used the following gains. 
The second controller used for comparison purposes was a first-order sliding mode variant satisfying
with being the gain of this controller and the positive definite matrix given by the following. The proposed adaptive controller (22) was simulated using the following parameters. 
A set of diverse reference trajectories evaluated the ability of the cervical orthosis to realize the movements corresponding to distinct therapies. These different trajectories were developed by implementing the composite sigmoid functions. Figure 5 demonstrates the corresponding movements which were produced by the controller in simulation at different stages of the therapy. This figure emphasizes the effect of tracking controller on both articulations leading to the general movement of the orthosis. Notice that in this figure, the generated trajectories of the three controllers seem to be similar. Nevertheless, one may notice that there are significant differences between them. Figure 6 demonstrates the trajectories produced by all the three evaluated controllers in a time range of 6.33-6.54 seconds. This amplified view exhibits the improvements in the tracking task of the adaptive controller (without taking into account the effect of the patient resistance). The adaptive gains included in the controller reduced the regular high-frequency oscillations produced as a consequence of introducing the traditional discontinuous sliding mode controller. Moreover, the proposed controller tracked the reference trajectory with smaller tracking error than the other two controllers. This characteristic was observed for both articulations in the cervical orthosis.
The control signals obtained in the numerical evaluation of trajectory tracking for the cervical orthosis demonstrated that the adaptive sliding controller proposed in this study reduced the energy needed to complete the reference track ( Figure 7 ). The behavior of the control action demonstrates that less energy is needed to complete the trajectory problem than that in the case when PID or the nonadaptive sliding mode controllers were considered. This can be confirmed by the range where the control action evolves during the numerical simulations. Moreover, the adaptive controller showed a similar response to the PID with better tracking quality, and it has smaller high-frequency oscillations than the regular sliding mode version.
The diminution in the vibrations exhibited in the control signals plays a relevant role in the orthosis-human interaction. These vibrations may cause long-term injuries on either the vertebra or the muscles needed to mobilize the patient's cervical section. This aspect represents a serious issue in the application of active orthosis controlled by sliding mode controller. Nevertheless, the accurate gain tuning based on the adaptive form as well as the force compensation reduced the oscillations on the tracking trajectory as demonstrated in this study.
The second set of numerical evaluations consisted in describing the effect of the external force and how it modifies the trajectories produced by the orthosis. Figure 8 demonstrates the components (a and b) of the simulated external force, which represents the patient resistance to the orthosis action. These components correspond to gradual and fast patient's resistance which is maintained for 5 seconds and then released. The magnitude of this external force is depicted in Figure 8 (c). The time variation of this magnitude evaluated on the weighting function ( ) appears in Figure 8(d) . The variation of this weighting defines the relative contribution of both sections of the controller, and . The presence of the external force modifies the trajectory tracking of the reference signal in the cervical orthosis. Notice that if the external force produces the modification of the weighting function, and then the tracking quality is reduced leading to the loss of the tracking as noticed in Figure 9 . Once the external force disappears, then the controllers enforce the tracking of the reference trajectory. This fact, confirmed in two cases as shown in Figure 9 , demonstrates the benefits of introducing the weighted controller proposed in this study.
Notice that Figure 9 contains the comparison of the adaptive sliding mode without and with the impedance evaluation effect. This comparison demonstrates that if the impedance effect is not considered, the adaptive sliding mode controller keeps tracking the reference without considering the resistance of the patient to the orthosis action. This is a remarkable advance of the suggested controller because it may ensure a safe operation of the patient-orthosis process for the rehabilitation of the whiplash syndrome. Moreover, the resistance of the patient to the orthosis ensures that the orthosis keeps a constant position (shown in the figure at the same time when the external force appears). This condition ensures that the patient is ruling the orthosis activity, and the tracking problem is not considered in this case.
Experimental Results
The functioning evaluation of the actual cervical orthosis used the adaptive controller implemented in the TIVA1294 device. The explicit discretization algorithm defined the implementation of the adaptive controller. The controller used the Code Composer v8.0 software.
The numerical integration implemented in the TIVA129 board was the first-order Euler ODE algorithm. The predefined sampling period was 0.01 s (this value was confirmed experimentally).
The experimental evaluation of the orthosis function considered a dummy phantom to characterize the tracking trajectory effectiveness. The dummy cannot move freely because it is fixed on a supporting spring, which is representing the force exerted by the neck muscles. Then, the force applied by the spring on the robot could be regulated by holding the spring tight to the base. In this way, the dummy served to prove the efficiency of the suggested controller. Moreover, the modification of the holding force between the basement and the spring represents different scenarios of impedance responses between the patient and the proposed orthosis. An extended polystyrene head-like dummy phantom attached to the constructed orthosis served as experimental platform. The neck resistance and elasticity were represented by a metallic spring (Hooke constant of 4.8 / ), which was attached to the bottom part of the headlike phantom (Figure 10 ).
The implemented impedance adaptive sliding mode controller used the following gains to adjust the orthosis movement. Figure 11 depicts the trajectories of the measured angles from the potentiometric sensors placed at each articulation in the orthosis. The reference angular movement corresponded to a basic lateral movement, which is considered one of the first therapies in the rehabilitation of the whiplash syndrome. The selected reference trajectories for each articulation confirmed the capacity of the designed cervical orthosis to realize the proposed movements corresponding to a simple lateral oscillatory movement, one of the first therapy proposed by specialists. Notice that the suggested experimental result has the presence of the resistance enforced by the spring device. This is the reason of the deviation observed along the intervals of [28.4, 31.5] and [46.3, 54.5] . Such experimental results confirmed the effectiveness of the weighted controller suggested in this study. Figure 12 shows a sequence of photos taken along the proposed trajectory shown in Figure 11 . The reference trajectories were proposed to mobilize the head in the lateral plane. The orthosis movements were produced by the controller and tracked the proposed trajectory despite the presence of the resistance induced by the spring. Similar evaluations were realized for three different trajectories where individual articulations or both articulations, simultaneously, were mobilized.
Conclusions
This study detailed the design, numerical evaluation, and experimental validation of an impedance adaptive sliding mode controller aimed at regulating the movements of an active cervical orthosis. The controller considered the effect of the patient resistance to the orthosis action as well as the trajectory tracking problem considering the design of reference trajectories corresponding to regular therapy sequence of movements. A novel weighting function introduces a dynamic rule to characterize the activity of both controllers, the tracking oriented one, and the force dependent realization. The specific rules to select the parameters of the adaptive controller were proposed. The numerical evaluations of the controller confirmed the superior performance of the proposed controller with respect to the classical PID and firstorder sliding mode variant. Additionally, the weighting rule for the components (tracking and impedance) was evaluated in the case when the patient resisted the orthosis action. The controller responded avoiding the mobilization of the cervical section of the patient if the resistance is present. The suggested controller did not have the usual switched structure proposed in diverse impedance base control designs, which simplified the theoretical analysis of the trajectory tracking error convergence. The suggested controller, evaluated on an own-developed cervical orthosis, was able to complete the tracking trajectory corresponding to a basic cervical rehabilitation therapy suggested for patients with whiplash syndrome. This study considered the application of a sliding mode controller with state dependent gains which provided a solution for a robotic orthosis. Notice that novel methods including parametric and nonparametric adaptive estimations of uncertainties and perturbations may offer a distinctive manner of solving the tracking trajectory problem for rehabilitation devices such as the one considered in this study [38, 58, 59] .
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